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Abstract: In this paper， an improved segmentation for color images and its application color retrieval system is 

elaborated. The method is based on the integrated edge features of H， S， 1 color space independently using a 

watershed process that several thresholds， such as markers are set heuristically. In order to solve two major 

problems of over segmentation and non-segmentation， the integration of regions is utilized by the size of area 

after the watershed algorithm using the integrated edge features and setting the thresholds of markers in a 

heuristic sense. To verify the efficiency of this method， the improved watershed algorithm is used to the color 

image retrieval system. 

エッジ特徴を用いた Watershedアルゴリズムの改良とカラー画像検索

への応用

上野義人?、芝井貴生 I

?創価大学工学研究科情報システム学専攻、 1日本電気株式会社

概要:自然画像データを画像内容によって検索する方法として、画像の領域分割による画像オブジェ

クトの抽出方法がある。この領域分割法として、画像の色空間 H.S. 1の各成分から統合エッジを求め、

Watershed法の未分割問題を解決し、さらに、領域統合により、過分割問題を解決した改良 Watershed

アルゴリズムを自然画像の領域分割に適用し、良好な自然画像検索結果が得られた。この結果を自然

動画像検索による観光案内ガイドへの応用を試みた。

1 Introduction 

Color image segmentation techniques have been 

investigated by many researchers. [1]， [2]， [3]， [4] 

Watershed algorithms can guarantee a closed and 

∞ntinuous boundaries of segmented areas because the 

region of contour is obtained by growing it from the 

basin， called the marker， to the neighboring pixels of 

boundaries. However， watershed algorithms have two 

major problems of over segmentation and 

non-segmentation. 

One way to deal with the non-segmentation is the 

method of extracting the integrated edge of color H， S， 

1 space針。mimages independently. Another way to 

solve the over segmentation problem is the method of 

merging the region according to the edge of area after 

watershed algorithms is applied to the image 

segmentation. 

In order to evaluate this improved watershed 

algorithm， a color image retrieval system was 

performed and applied to the tourist information guide 

e百ectively.

2 Quantization of Color Space Palette 

Most digital color images are presented by the R， G， B 

color space， but R， G， B values are usually di首erent

from human perception. Therefore， we convert the R， 
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G， B vaJues into the H， S， 1∞lor space and曲enthe 

hue vaJue is divided into 12 equal parts. 

When the intensity value is extremely small， a color 

image seems to be aJmost black. When the saturation 

value is extremely small and also the intensity value is 

extremely large， a color image seems to be almost 

white. When the saturation value is extremely small 

and the intensity value is medium， a color of images 

seems to be gray for human perception. 

Therefore， the color space C is assumed to be 

quantized into 15 color space according to Table 1. 

Color Saturation(S) Intensity (I) 

O.OsI sO.15 

O.8s1 sl.O 

O.O~SsO.l O.15s1 sO.8 

Table 1 Quantization of color palette 

2 Edge Feature Extractions 

Generally，. color images have several objects 

depending on the H， S， 1 vaJues independently. 

Therefore， the contour of恥 objectscan be detected 

by extracting the edge features of H， S， 1 value 

independently. For extracting the edge features， we 

adopt the Prewitt operator which has 8 directions. 

Each H， S， 1∞mponents of color凶 agesare 

calculated by this kind of Prewitt operator and then 

selected the maximum edge value among 8 mask 

independently. FinaJIy， we can derive the Edge H， 

Edge S and Edge 1 respectively using these filters. 

Usually， many scenery images have the color 

characteristics that the significant change of the hue 

value is observed even though at the region of the 

smoothness of the intensity vaJues. 

Therefore， we can introduce the integrated edge value 

composed by the Edge H， Edge S， and Edge 1 with 

tl附

Then， we can get the integrated edge value， Edge total， 

as following equation. 

Edgetotal...α・EdgeH+β・EdgeS+r・EdgeJ (1) 

Where， O~ α，β，y ~1 

3 Improved Watershed Algorithm using the 

Integrated Edge Features 

τbe watershed transformation constitutes one of the 

most powerful segmentation tools for images. The 

watershed aJgorithm is based on a marker of the 

different objects血atare to be segmented. A marker is 

constructed， whose different catchment's basins 

correspond to the desired objects. This binary 

segmentation process is illustrated in Fig.1. 

' 
-・

~arker ~arker 

Fig.l Binary segmentation by watershed algorithm 

In order to avoid the m吋orproblem of the 

non-segmentation， we can adopt the minima of the 

integrated edge value for the marker and then perform 

the watershed process completely. 

When the smaller integrated edge value may be 

derived， the usual computation of its watershed 

process mostly resu1ts in an over segmentation that 

many contours are observed. For the elimination of 

this over segmentation problem， we can introduce the 

threshold level (Tl) of the integrated edge value and 

produce fewer markers for the watershed process錨

shown in Fig.2. 

Naturally， this optimum threshold (Tl) may be varied 

according to the contents of images. Each threshold 

level of Edge H， Edge S and Edge 1 is assumed to be 

TIH， T1S and TlI respectively and aJso are assumed 

to be twice as large as each edge value. 
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Fig.2 Example of Ihc inlegraled edge 

Then， we can derive the following equation 

TIH~Aνg(EdgeH) x 2 

T，s ~Avg(EdgeS) x 2 

Tu=Aνg(EdgeI)x 2 

(2) 

Thereforc， thc new total edge value after each edgc 

value modificd by Ihe Ihreshold process is derivcd by 

Ihe following cqualion (3) 

Edgetoal ...α x EdgeH '+βx Edg'S '+ r x Edgd' (3) 

Where， 

α-Avg (EdgeH ')， s -Avg (EdgeS ')， y -A"g (Edgel ') 

α+β+ r -1， {o sα，s，y s l} 

Finally， wc can exlract the modified 10131 edge value 

from the color space diagram 

4 Regions Merging 

After the watershed process is pcrformed correctly， wc 

can observe the plenty of small areas like thc texturc. 

In Ihe case of Ihe lexlure， we can scllhe Ihreshold 

level (η) wh叩 theratio of arca bctween a texture 

and an objecl is relalively small. Fig.3 (a) shows Ihe 

merging procedure of textures 

(b) In CllSC of ncighboring arca 
(a) 10 C<lSC of Icxlure 

Fig.3 Region merging melhod5 

When the area of the region R4 Is small compari晴

、Niththe area of the region R2，、NCcan set thc 

Ihreshold level (T3). In Ihi5 ca5e， each average hue 

level (Edge H) of Ihe area， R2， R4， respeclively can be 

derived and the nearest average hue level can be 

easily merged each olher as shown in Fig.3 (b) 

In the case of the area R3， we can also set the 

Ihreshold level (T4) as Ihe ralio of Ihe area R3 10 Ihe 

area Rl when the area R3 is much smaller than the 

area Rl and then the arca R3 can be rnerged into the 

area R 1 as shown in Fig.3 (b). 

5 Similarity Measure by Color Space Features 

For color image retrieval systems， we need rnany 

image features， such as color features， textures， 

positioll of objects， elc 

For simplicity， we usually use the sirni1arity measure 

by color space features. Therefore， color images must 

be converted into 15 colors as described in the 

prevlOUs sectlOn 

Now， we have to define thc share of color C inside the 

ar叫 h:(中 sIhe fo川叩q叫

IA~ (c)1 
h; (c) ~τ二r (4) 

Where， fl x m : pixels of whole image 

A ;se10fkinsidel11CImageI 

Then， Ihe sp副ialcoor伽 teb;凶 hearea k is 

expressed into the next equation 

b;=(三;，yk) (5) 

1 1 ..... 
Where. v ~ --- y x 

Il ^~ (x，府八;

YJf子i 2:Y 
…1¥.k (x，y声八A

(6) 
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Similarly， we can calculate the similarity measure 

between query images s and the images t inside the 

data base especially in case of the smaller area of the 

segmented color space and also the nearest spatial 

coordinate reciprocally. Therefore， the similarity 

measure f訪《似 derivedby the next 

equation. 

2 -D~~ぶ)
fs，仰い，l)= JE 

min ~ ~~(n)，h~ (n)} 
(7) 

の I 
Where， D(b; ，b;): E叫 ddistance b伽 eenthe 

spati向 0蜘 m bfand bf 

Then， we have to compare the similarity measure of 

each segmented area between query images s and 

images t inside the data base. 

Then， we can derive several similarity measures 

fJs，t)aCCMngto the叩 lentedimages 

However， the numbers of segmented areas can be 

di百eredfrom the contents of color images. Therefore， 

the query images having the fewer number of 

segmented areas are compared with the coπesponding 

segmented images inside the data base. 

Then， we can get the following equation utilizing the 

small凶 Eucliddi蜘叫 D(b~ぶ)

A(Q片Iu (8) 

Where， A(Q): segmeI削 areas oftl叫 U的

image Q 

1 u : Reciprocal segmented area u of the image 1 

inside the data base 

Furthermore， the average similarity measure 

Fs加 (Q，1) can be weighted by the minimum釘'eaof 

the query images and the images inside the data base. 

When the number of segmented area about the query 

images is j and the number of segmented areas about 

inside the data base is i， the average similarity 

measu民 Fs加 (Q，l)canbe de市 edby the 

following equation (9). 

When i>j， 

Fsim (Q，I) = {~mi似必(Q 泣

2f点s，JAω但b包ωsj 》 (9) 

When i<j， 
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That is to say， every segmented area is put into the 

label and then compared with each labeled segmented 

area among query images and images inside the data 

base. 

After all， the similarity measure between query 

images and images inside data base can be derived by 

the comparison between the largest segmented area of 

query images and images inside data base and also 

comparison between the 2nd larger segmented area of 

them in order. 

6 Color Image retrieval system 

We choose the above mentioned visual features 

extraction techniques for only applying to the natural 

scene. This kind of image retrieval system is likely to 
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be applicable to the tourist information guide. The 

proccsslng日Q Wof color image systcm for the tourist 

information guide is shown in Fig.4 

戸ご二二二二二二弓 Query Image 
Color Image DB 

Edge Extraction 

Edge Integration 

Edge Inlcgralion 
Watershed Process 

Region Mcrgin且

Extraction of Colo 

Image Fcature 

Rctrieved Imagc 

Fig.4 Processing flow of color image relrieval 

systcm using improved watershed 

algorithm 

The processing日QWof irnagc retrievaI sysl町nIS 

described in the following steps 

(1) Color images are converted into H， S， 1 color 

space and every edge of H， S， 1 components are 

detcctcd rcspectively. Then， the threshold levcl (Tl) is 

seleClcd heuristicalJy depending on the contenls of 

imagc. Finally， the inlcgrated edge values of images 

are dcrivcd 

(2) The minima of the integrated edge values are 

adopted as markers for performing the watershed 

proccss. Then， the initial image segmenlalion is 

completed 

(3) From this integrated segmented images， every 

region of images is merged into the larger semantic 

area by mcans of size of area and hue inrormation of 

(6) 

(5) Finally， lhe similarity measure between query 

images and the images inside the data base is derived 

by the equations (7)， (8)， (9) 

Afler all. we can retrieve the most similar image from 

the data base and display the similar images in order 

7 Experimental Resu1ts 

We performed the experiments of image segmentation 

by thc improved watershed method 

Firstly， we set the sevcral threshold levels for the edgc 

dClection and merging the regions. Tl=O.15， 

T2=O.005， T3=O.Ol and T4=O.05 heuristically. And 

also， we assllmed the weighting parameters of Edge H. 

Edgc S and Edge 1 for the integrated edge， 

日=0.3，β=  0.2， Y = 0.5 respectively 

Then. wc derived the good results of image 

segmentation as show in Fig.5 and believed that this 

image segmentation is sllitable for natural scenery 

images. Bllt， for complex images including the 

building and other artificial objects， we have to adopt 

the image processing techniques for eliminating and 

clarirying artificial objects 

(<1) Original Imagc (b) Inlcgraled cdge imagc 

出|圃圃
、一一一一一

(c) Inilial image (d) Scgmcnlcd image 

おcgmcntationby after rcgion merge 

lmages. watershed mClhod 

(4) The hue values of color images are redllced into 15 Fig.5 Segmented images after region merge 

colors ror the simplicity of computations. The spatial Aftcr all， we try 10 apply this image retrieval system 

positions of areas are ca1culalcd by the cqualions (5)， for the tourist information gllide as shown in Fig.6. 
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Usually， many tourist information guides utiHze their 

natural scenery images in their top pages. These 

scenery images can be used for retrieving the tourist 

guide. Generally， the image data base stores these 

nalural scenery images as shown in Fig.6 (b). This 

improved walershed algorilhm can be applied 10 lhe 

color image retrieval system for the tourist 

information guide 

We can gel the retrieved image about tourist 

informalion gu出 asshown in Fig.6 (c) 

(b) Rctrieved Results 

d“‘ 目耐爵 臼

-ι 向向 口向~ . 川岬. ...-一一 明-畑
一 、‘! 一 附一叫町伊 e 巴町‘ -凶

i よ ~~i\.f;~.!tWf-::;よi二1aL!山噌三 柿: ~ '， ，，:' 
1.);司凶.:: ~;.・ ;~ ，:; ':;'. .. ;r:，. ;t.:~. ・1.:'1".:'.: ;~:-

(c)百our凶 Inrormation

Guidc 

Fig.6 Tourist information guide 

When you click the retrieved image， you can see the 

movie of the retrieved image using Windows Media 

Player 

This kind of tourist information guide is also 

applicable 10 lhe inslruclion guide aboul exhibilS of 

many art galIery and museum 

8 Conclusions and Futu問 Work

This paper presents the color image segrnentation 

using lhe improved walershed algorilhm and lhe 

region merging melhod especially for nalural scenery 

images. This image relrieval syslem will be applicable 

10 the lourist inforrnation guide and other instruction 

guides effeclively 

10 fulure， we have 10 consider the other image 

retrieval systems， such as e-commerce applicatioo， by 

introducing the semaotic image retrieval systcms for 

satisfying the user's needs 
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